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FOREWORD
by Mohamed ElBaradei
Director General
The IAEA’s Statute authorizes the Agency to establish safety standards
to protect health and minimize danger to life and property — standards which
the IAEA must use in its own operations, and which a State can apply by means
of its regulatory provisions for nuclear and radiation safety. A comprehensive
body of safety standards under regular review, together with the IAEA’s
assistance in their application, has become a key element in a global safety
regime.
In the mid-1990s, a major overhaul of the IAEA’s safety standards
programme was initiated, with a revised oversight committee structure and a
systematic approach to updating the entire corpus of standards. The new
standards that have resulted are of a high calibre and reflect best practices in
Member States. With the assistance of the Commission on Safety Standards,
the IAEA is working to promote the global acceptance and use of its safety
standards.
Safety standards are only effective, however, if they are properly applied
in practice. The IAEA’s safety services — which range in scope from
engineering safety, operational safety, and radiation, transport and waste safety
to regulatory matters and safety culture in organizations — assist Member
States in applying the standards and appraise their effectiveness. These safety
services enable valuable insights to be shared and I continue to urge all
Member States to make use of them.
Regulating nuclear and radiation safety is a national responsibility, and
many Member States have decided to adopt the IAEA’s safety standards for
use in their national regulations. For the contracting parties to the various
international safety conventions, IAEA standards provide a consistent, reliable
means of ensuring the effective fulfilment of obligations under the conventions.
The standards are also applied by designers, manufacturers and operators
around the world to enhance nuclear and radiation safety in power generation,
medicine, industry, agriculture, research and education.
The IAEA takes seriously the enduring challenge for users and regulators
everywhere: that of ensuring a high level of safety in the use of nuclear
materials and radiation sources around the world. Their continuing utilization
for the benefit of humankind must be managed in a safe manner, and the
IAEA safety standards are designed to facilitate the achievement of that goal.
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THE IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS
BACKGROUND
Radioactivity is a natural phenomenon and natural sources of radiation
are features of the environment. Radiation and radioactive substances have
many beneficial applications, ranging from power generation to uses in
medicine, industry and agriculture. The radiation risks to workers and the
public and to the environment that may arise from these applications have to
be assessed and, if necessary, controlled.
Activities such as the medical uses of radiation, the operation of nuclear
installations, the production, transport and use of radioactive material, and the
management of radioactive waste must therefore be subject to standards of
safety.
Regulating safety is a national responsibility. However, radiation risks
may transcend national borders, and international cooperation serves to
promote and enhance safety globally by exchanging experience and by
improving capabilities to control hazards, to prevent accidents, to respond to
emergencies and to mitigate any harmful consequences.
States have an obligation of diligence and duty of care, and are expected
to fulfil their national and international undertakings and obligations.
International safety standards provide support for States in meeting their
obligations under general principles of international law, such as those relating
to environmental protection. International safety standards also promote and
assure confidence in safety and facilitate international commerce and trade.
A global nuclear safety regime is in place and is being continuously
improved. IAEA safety standards, which support the implementation of
binding international instruments and national safety infrastructures, are a
cornerstone of this global regime. The IAEA safety standards constitute
a useful tool for contracting parties to assess their performance under these
international conventions.

THE IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS
The status of the IAEA safety standards derives from the IAEA’s Statute,
which authorizes the IAEA to establish or adopt, in consultation and, where
appropriate, in collaboration with the competent organs of the United Nations
and with the specialized agencies concerned, standards of safety for protection
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of health and minimization of danger to life and property, and to provide for
their application.
With a view to ensuring the protection of people and the environment
from harmful effects of ionizing radiation, the IAEA safety standards establish
fundamental safety principles, requirements and measures to control the
radiation exposure of people and the release of radioactive material to the
environment, to restrict the likelihood of events that might lead to a loss of
control over a nuclear reactor core, nuclear chain reaction, radioactive source
or any other source of radiation, and to mitigate the consequences of such
events if they were to occur. The standards apply to facilities and activities that
give rise to radiation risks, including nuclear installations, the use of radiation
and radioactive sources, the transport of radioactive material and the
management of radioactive waste.
Safety measures and security measures1 have in common the aim of
protecting human life and health and the environment. Safety measures and
security measures must be designed and implemented in an integrated manner
so that security measures do not compromise safety and safety measures do not
compromise security.
The IAEA safety standards reflect an international consensus on what
constitutes a high level of safety for protecting people and the environment
from harmful effects of ionizing radiation. They are issued in the IAEA Safety
Standards Series, which has three categories (see Fig. 1).
Safety Fundamentals
Safety Fundamentals present the fundamental safety objective and
principles of protection and safety, and provide the basis for the safety
requirements.
Safety Requirements
An integrated and consistent set of Safety Requirements establishes the
requirements that must be met to ensure the protection of people and the
environment, both now and in the future. The requirements are governed by
the objective and principles of the Safety Fundamentals. If the requirements
are not met, measures must be taken to reach or restore the required level of
safety. The format and style of the requirements facilitate their use for the
establishment, in a harmonized manner, of a national regulatory framework.
The safety requirements use ‘shall’ statements together with statements of

1

See also publications issued in the IAEA Nuclear Security Series.
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Safety Fundamentals
Fundamental Safety Principles

General Safety Requirements
Part 1. Governmental, Legal and
Regulatory Framework for Safety
Part 2. Leadership and Management
for Safety
Part 3. Radiation Protection and the
Safety of Radiation Sources

Specific Safety Requirements
1. Site Evaluation for
Nuclear Installations
2. Safety of Nuclear Power Plants
2.1. Design and Construction
2.2. Commissioning and Operation

Part 4. Safety Assessment for
Facilities and Activities

3. Safety of Research Reactors

Part 5. Predisposal Management
of Radioactive Waste

4. Safety of Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Facilities

Part 6. Decommissioning and
Termination of Activities

5. Safety of Radioactive Waste
Disposal Facilities

Part 7. Emergency Preparedness
and Response

6. Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material

Collection of Safety Guides
FIG. 1. The long term structure of the IAEA Safety Standards Series.

associated conditions to be met. Many requirements are not addressed to a
specific party, the implication being that the appropriate parties are responsible
for fulfilling them.
Safety Guides
Safety Guides provide recommendations and guidance on how to comply
with the safety requirements, indicating an international consensus that it is
necessary to take the measures recommended (or equivalent alternative
measures). The Safety Guides present international good practices, and
increasingly they reflect best practices, to help users striving to achieve high
levels of safety. The recommendations provided in Safety Guides are expressed
as ‘should’ statements.

APPLICATION OF THE IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS
The principal users of safety standards in IAEA Member States are
regulatory bodies and other relevant national authorities. The IAEA safety
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standards are also used by co-sponsoring organizations and by many
organizations that design, construct and operate nuclear facilities, as well as
organizations involved in the use of radiation and radioactive sources.
The IAEA safety standards are applicable, as relevant, throughout the
entire lifetime of all facilities and activities — existing and new — utilized for
peaceful purposes and to protective actions to reduce existing radiation risks.
They can be used by States as a reference for their national regulations in
respect of facilities and activities.
The IAEA’s Statute makes the safety standards binding on the IAEA in
relation to its own operations and also on States in relation to IAEA assisted
operations.
The IAEA safety standards also form the basis for the IAEA’s safety
review services, and they are used by the IAEA in support of competence
building, including the development of educational curricula and training
courses.
International conventions contain requirements similar to those in the
IAEA safety standards and make them binding on contracting parties.
The IAEA safety standards, supplemented by international conventions,
industry standards and detailed national requirements, establish a consistent
basis for protecting people and the environment. There will also be some
special aspects of safety that need to be assessed at the national level. For
example, many of the IAEA safety standards, in particular those addressing
aspects of safety in planning or design, are intended to apply primarily to new
facilities and activities. The requirements established in the IAEA safety
standards might not be fully met at some existing facilities that were built to
earlier standards. The way in which IAEA safety standards are to be applied
to such facilities is a decision for individual States.
The scientific considerations underlying the IAEA safety standards
provide an objective basis for decisions concerning safety; however, decision
makers must also make informed judgements and must determine how best to
balance the benefits of an action or an activity against the associated radiation
risks and any other detrimental impacts to which it gives rise.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR THE IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS
The preparation and review of the safety standards involves the IAEA
Secretariat and four safety standards committees, for nuclear safety (NUSSC),
radiation safety (RASSC), the safety of radioactive waste (WASSC) and the
safe transport of radioactive material (TRANSSC), and a Commission on
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Outline and work plan
prepared by the Secretariat;
review by the safety standards
committees and the CSS

Secretariat and
consultants:
drafting of new or revision
of existing safety standard
Draft

Review by
safety standards
committee(s)

Draft
Member States
Comments

Final draft

Endorsement
by the CSS

FIG. 2. The process for developing a new safety standard or revising an existing standard.

Safety Standards (CSS) which oversees the IAEA safety standards programme
(see Fig. 2).
All IAEA Member States may nominate experts for the safety standards
committees and may provide comments on draft standards. The membership of
the Commission on Safety Standards is appointed by the Director General and
includes senior governmental officials having responsibility for establishing
national standards.
A management system has been established for the processes of planning,
developing, reviewing, revising and establishing the IAEA safety standards.
It articulates the mandate of the IAEA, the vision for the future application of
the safety standards, policies and strategies, and corresponding functions and
responsibilities.
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INTERACTION WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The findings of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) and the recommendations of international
expert bodies, notably the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP), are taken into account in developing the IAEA safety
standards. Some safety standards are developed in cooperation with other
bodies in the United Nations system or other specialized agencies, including
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the United
Nations Environment Programme, the International Labour Organization, the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, the Pan American Health Organization and
the World Health Organization.

INTERPRETATION OF THE TEXT
Safety related terms are to be understood as defined in the IAEA Safety
Glossary (see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/safety-glossary.htm). Otherwise,
words are used with the spellings and meanings assigned to them in the latest
edition of The Concise Oxford Dictionary. For Safety Guides, the English
version of the text is the authoritative version.
The background and context of each standard in the IAEA Safety
Standards Series and its objective, scope and structure are explained in
Section 1, Introduction, of each publication.
Material for which there is no appropriate place in the body text
(e.g. material that is subsidiary to or separate from the body text, is included in
support of statements in the body text, or describes methods of calculation,
procedures or limits and conditions) may be presented in appendices or
annexes.
An appendix, if included, is considered to form an integral part of the
safety standard. Material in an appendix has the same status as the body text,
and the IAEA assumes authorship of it. Annexes and footnotes to the main
text, if included, are used to provide practical examples or additional
information or explanation. Annexes and footnotes are not integral parts of the
main text. Annex material published by the IAEA is not necessarily issued
under its authorship; material under other authorship may be presented in
annexes to the safety standards. Extraneous material presented in annexes is
excerpted and adapted as necessary to be generally useful.
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1. INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
1.1. Consideration of beyond design basis accidents at nuclear power plants is
an essential component of the defence in depth approach used in ensuring
nuclear safety [1–3]. The probability of occurrence of a beyond design basis
accident is very low, but such an accident may lead to significant consequences
resulting from the degradation of nuclear fuel.
1.2. A design basis accident is defined as accident conditions against which a
facility is designed according to established design criteria, and for which the
damage to the fuel and the release of radioactive material are kept within
authorized limits [4].
1.3. A beyond design basis accident comprises accident conditions more
severe than a design basis accident, and may or may not involve core
degradation. Accident conditions more severe than a design basis accident and
involving significant core degradation are termed severe accidents [4].1
1.4. Accident management is the taking of a set of actions during the
evolution of a beyond design basis accident:
(a)
(b)
(c)

To prevent the escalation of the event into a severe accident;
To mitigate the consequences of a severe accident;
To achieve a long term safe stable state [4].

The second aspect of accident management (to mitigate the consequences of a
severe accident) is also termed severe accident management. Accident
management is essential to ensure effective defence in depth at the fourth level
[2].2

1

See para. 2.1.
The objective of the fourth level of defence in depth is to ensure that both the
likelihood of an accident entailing significant core damage (a severe accident) and the
magnitude of a release of radioactive material following a severe accident are kept as
low as reasonably achievable and, thereby, to reduce risk.
2

1
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OBJECTIVE
1.5. This Safety Guide provides recommendations on meeting the
requirements for accident management, including managing severe accidents,
that are established in Section 5 of Ref. [5], in Sections 3 and 5 of Ref. [6] and in
Section 4 of Ref. [7].
1.6. This Safety Guide presents recommendations for the development and
implementation of an accident management programme.
1.7. This Safety Guide is intended primarily for use by operating
organizations of nuclear power plants, utilities and their support organizations;
it may also be used by regulatory bodies to facilitate preparation of the relevant
national regulatory requirements.

SCOPE
1.8. This Safety Guide includes recommendations for the development of an
accident management programme to prevent and to mitigate the consequences
of beyond design basis accidents, including severe accidents. This Safety Guide
focuses on the severe accident management programme.
1.9. Although the recommendations of this Safety Guide have been
developed primarily for use for light water reactors, they are anticipated to be
valid for a wide range of nuclear reactors, both existing and new.
1.10. The recommendations of this Safety Guide have been developed
primarily for accident management during at-power states, but are intended to
be valid also for other modes of operation, including shutdown states.
1.11. For more details, reference is made to other IAEA Safety Guides [8–10].
References [11–13] present elements of accident management programmes,
give examples of how to prepare, develop, implement and review accident
management programmes and provide useful background material.

STRUCTURE
1.12. This Safety Guide consists of two main sections. Section 2 presents the
overall concept of an accident management programme. High level

2
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considerations are described in Section 2, while the process of development
and implementation of an accident management programme is treated in
Section 3. Recommendations for the use of severe accident management
guidelines are provided in the Appendix. An example of a categorization
scheme for accident sequences is provided in the Annex.

2. CONCEPT OF THE
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
REQUIREMENTS
2.1. Reference [5] establishes the following requirements on addressing
severe accidents and accident management in the design of nuclear power
plants:
“Certain very low probability plant states that are beyond design basis
accident conditions and which may arise owing to multiple failures of
safety systems leading to significant core degradation may jeopardize the
integrity of many or all of the barriers to the release of radioactive
material. These event sequences are called severe accidents.
Consideration shall be given to these severe accident sequences, using a
combination of engineering judgement and probabilistic methods, to
determine those sequences for which reasonably practicable preventive
or mitigatory measures can be identified. Acceptable measures need not
involve the application of conservative engineering practices used in
setting and evaluating design basis accidents, but rather should be based
upon realistic or best estimate assumptions, methods and analytical
criteria. On the basis of operational experience, relevant safety analysis
and results from safety research, design activities for addressing severe
accidents shall take into account the following:
(1) Important event sequences that may lead to severe accidents shall be
identified using a combination of probabilistic methods, deterministic
methods and sound engineering judgement.
(2) These event sequences shall then be reviewed against a set of criteria
aimed at determining which severe accidents shall be addressed in
the design.

3
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(3) Potential design changes or procedural changes that could either
reduce the likelihood of these selected events, or mitigate their
consequences should these selected events occur, shall be evaluated
and shall be implemented if reasonably practicable.
(4) Consideration shall be given to the plant’s full design capabilities,
including the possible use of some systems (i.e. safety and non-safety
systems) beyond their originally intended function and anticipated
operational states, and the use of additional temporary systems, to
return the plant to a controlled state and/or to mitigate the
consequences of a severe accident, provided that it can be shown that
the systems are able to function in the environmental conditions to
be expected.
(5) For multiunit plants, consideration shall be given to the use of
available means and/or support from other units, provided that the
safe operation of the other units is not compromised.
(6) Accident management procedures shall be established, taking into
account representative and dominant severe accident scenarios”
(Ref. [5], para. 5.31).
2.2.
Reference [6] establishes the following requirements on severe accident
management and accident management in the operation of nuclear power plants:
“Plant staff shall receive instructions in the management of accidents
beyond the design basis. The training of operating personnel shall ensure
their familiarity with the symptoms of accidents beyond the design basis
and with the procedures for accident management” (Ref. [6], para. 3.12).
“Emergency operating procedures or guidance for managing severe
accidents (beyond the design basis) shall be developed” (Ref. [6], para. 5.12).
2.3. Requirement 13 of Ref. [7] on assessment of defence in depth states:
“It has to be determined in the assessment of defence in depth whether
adequate provisions have been made at each of the levels of defence in
depth to ensure that the legal person responsible for the facility can:
(a) Address deviations from normal operation or, in the case of a
repository, from its expected evolution in the long term;
(b) Detect and terminate safety related deviations from normal
operation or from its expected evolution in the long term, should
deviations occur;

4
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(c) Control accidents within the limits established for the design;
(d) Specify measures to mitigate the consequences of accidents that
exceed design limits;
(e) Mitigate radiation risks associated with possible releases of
radioactive material” (Ref. [7], para. 4.45).

CONCEPT OF ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT
2.4. An accident management programme should be developed for all plants,
irrespective of the total core damage frequency and fission product release
frequency calculated for the plant.
2.5. A structured top-down approach should be used to develop the accident
management guidance. This approach should begin with the objectives and
strategies, and result in procedures and guidelines, and should cover both the
preventive and the mitigatory domains. Figure 1 illustrates the top-down
approach to accident management.
2.6. At the top level, the objectives of accident management are defined as
follows:
— Preventing significant core damage;
— Terminating the progress of core damage once it has started;
— Maintaining the integrity of the containment as long as possible;
— Minimizing releases of radioactive material;
— Achieving a long term stable state.
To achieve these objectives, a number of strategies should be developed.
2.7. From the strategies, suitable and effective measures for accident
management should be derived. Such measures include plant modifications,
where these are deemed important for managing beyond design basis accidents
and severe accidents, and personnel actions. These measures include repair of
failed equipment.
2.8. Appropriate guidance, in the form of procedures and guidelines, should
be developed for the personnel responsible for executing the measures for
accident management.
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FIG. 1. The top-down approach to accident management.

2.9. When developing guidance on accident management, consideration
should be given to the full design capabilities of the plant, using both safety and
non-safety systems, and including the possible use of some systems beyond
their originally intended function and anticipated operating conditions, and
possibly outside their design basis.
2.10. The point at which the transition of responsibility and authority is to be
made from the preventive to the mitigatory domain should be specified and
should be based on properly defined and documented criteria.
2.11. For any change in the plant configuration or if new results from research
on physical phenomena become available, the implications for accident
management guidance should be checked and, if necessary, a revision of the
accident management guidance should be made.
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MAIN PRINCIPLES
2.12. In view of the uncertainties involved in severe accidents, severe accident
management guidance should be developed for all physically identifiable
challenge mechanisms for which the development of severe accident
management guidance is feasible; severe accident management guidance
should be developed irrespective of predicted frequencies of occurrence of the
challenge.
2.13. Accident management guidance should be set out in such a way that it is
not necessary for the responsible staff to identify the accident sequence or to
follow some pre-analysed accident in order to be able to execute the accident
management guidance correctly.
2.14. The approach in accident management should be based on directly
measurable plant parameters or parameters derived from these by simple
calculations.3
2.15. Development of accident management guidance should be based on best
estimate analyses in order to capture the proper physical response of the plant.
In the accident management guidance, consideration should be given to
uncertainties in knowledge about the timing and magnitude of phenomena that
might occur in the progression of the accident. Hence, mitigatory actions
should be initiated at parameter levels and at a time that gives sufficient
confidence that the protection intended by carrying out the action will be
achieved. For example, venting the containment, if necessary to protect the
structural integrity of this fission product barrier, should be initiated at a time
and at a containment pressure level that gives confidence that the structural
integrity of the containment will not be lost.
2.16. Severe accidents may also occur when the plant is in the shutdown state.
In the severe accident management guidance, consideration should be given
to any specific challenges posed by shutdown plant configurations and large
scale maintenance, such as an open containment equipment hatch. The
potential damage of spent fuel both in the reactor vessel and in the spent fuel

3

This is often referred to as a ‘symptom based approach’. The simple calculations
are often referred to as ‘computational aids’.
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pool or in storage4 should also be considered in the accident management
guidance. As large scale maintenance is frequently carried out during
planned shutdown states, the first concern of accident management guidance
should be the safety of the workforce.5
2.17. Severe accident management should cover all modes of plant operation
and also appropriately selected external events, such as fires, floods, seismic
events and extreme weather conditions (e.g. high winds, extremely high or low
temperatures, droughts) that could damage large parts of the plant. In the
severe accident management guidance, consideration should be given to
specific challenges posed by external events, such as loss of the power supply,
loss of the control room or switchgear room and reduced access to systems and
components.6
2.18. External events can also influence the availability of resources for severe
accident management (e.g. severe droughts can limit available natural cooling
water sources, such as rivers and lakes, which are a backup for normal
resources; seismic events may damage dams). Such possible influences should
be taken into account in the development of the accident management
guidance.

EQUIPMENT UPGRADES
2.19. Design features important for the prevention or mitigation of severe
accidents should be evaluated. Accordingly, existing equipment and/or
instrumentation should be upgraded or new equipment and/or instrumentation
should be added, if necessary or considered useful7 for the development of a
meaningful severe accident management programme, i.e. a severe accident
management programme that reduces risks in an appreciable way or to an
4

It is prudent also to consider any other potential large source of radiation,
although this is not formally a part of severe accident management.
5
‘Stop work’ could be one of the first commands in such accident management
guidance.
6
Such limited accessibility could arise from fires, floods or extended area damage
caused by, for example, collapse of non-seismically qualified structures in a seismic
event.
7
Equipment may not be necessary, in the strict sense of the word, but can be very
useful, for example, passive autocatalytic recombiners remove uncertainties about
hydrogen burns.
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acceptable level. The decision to add or upgrade equipment may depend on
cost–benefit considerations.
2.20. If a decision is taken to add or upgrade equipment or instrumentation,
the design specification of such equipment or instrumentation should be such
as to ensure appropriate independence from existing systems and preferably
appropriate margins with regard to the use of the equipment or
instrumentation under accident and/or severe accident conditions. These
margins should be such as to provide confidence or, where possible, to enable
demonstration that the new equipment or instrumentation will function
properly under the anticipated conditions. Where feasible, these conditions
should be selected as the design conditions for the equipment under
consideration. In that case, proper acceptance criteria for the equipment
should be selected that are commensurate with the safety function of the
equipment and the level of understanding of the severe accident processes.
2.21. Where existing equipment or instrumentation is upgraded or otherwise to
be used outside its normal design basis range, the severe accident management
guidance for the use of such equipment should be updated accordingly.
Preferably, dedicated operating procedures should be developed for the
equipment or instrumentation in the severe accident domain.
2.22. The installation of new equipment or the upgrading of existing equipment
should not remove the need for the development of guidance in the case of an
equipment malfunction, even if such a malfunction has a low probability.

FORMS OF ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE
Preventive domain
2.23. In the preventive domain, the guidance should consist of descriptive
steps, as the plant status will be known from the available instrumentation and
the consequences of actions can be predetermined by appropriate analysis. The
guidance for the preventive domain, therefore, takes the form of procedures,
usually called emergency operating procedures (EOPs), and is prescriptive in
nature. EOPs cover both design basis accidents and beyond design basis
accidents, but are generally limited to actions taken before core damage occurs.
Further details on EOPs can be found in Refs [10, 11].
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Mitigatory domain
2.24. In the mitigatory domain, uncertainties may exist both in the plant status
and in the outcome of actions. Consequently, the guidance for the mitigatory
domain should not be prescriptive in nature but rather should propose a range
of possible mitigatory actions and should allow for additional evaluation and
alternative actions. Such guidance is usually termed severe accident
management guidelines (SAMGs).
2.25. The guidance should contain a description of both the positive and
negative potential consequences of proposed actions, including quantitative
data where available and relevant, and should contain sufficient information
for the plant staff to reach an adequate decision on the actions to be taken
during the evolution of the accident.
2.26. The guidance for the mitigatory domain should be presented in the form
of guidelines, manuals or handbooks. The term ‘guideline’ here is used to
describe a fairly detailed set of instructions that describe the tasks to be
executed on the plant, but which are still less strict and prescriptive than the
procedures found in the EOPs; that is, used in the preventive domain. Manuals
or handbooks will contain a more general description of the tasks to be
executed and their background reasoning.
2.27. The guidance should be sufficiently detailed to support the responsible
members of staff in carrying out deliberations and making decisions in a high
stress environment, and should be such as to minimize chances that relevant
information is deleted or overlooked.
2.28. The guidance should not be set out in such a form and with such detail
that responsible personnel will tend to follow it verbatim, unless that is the
intended type of action.
2.29. The overall form of the guidance and the selected amount of detail should
be tested in drills and exercises. Based on the outcome of such drills, it should
be judged whether the form is appropriate and whether additional detail or less
detail should be included in the guidance.
Both preventive and mitigatory domains
2.30. The guidance in both the preventive and mitigatory domains should be
supported by appropriate background documentation. This documentation
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should describe and explain the rationale of the various parts of the guidance,
and should include an explanation of each individual step in the guidance, if
considered necessary. The background documentation does not replace the
guidance itself.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
2.31. Accident management guidance should be an integral part of the overall
emergency arrangements at a nuclear power plant [14]. The execution of the
severe accident management guidance is the responsibility of the emergency
response organization at the plant or the utility. Roles and responsibilities for
the different members of the emergency response organization involved in
accident management should be clearly defined and coordination among them
should be ensured.
2.32. Where the members of the emergency response organization are not
situated at the same location, a highly reliable communication network
between the different locations should be used. The impact of external events,
such as extreme weather conditions, seismic events or events that are disruptive
to society,8 should be considered when placing the decision making authority
for severe accident management at an off-site location. Guidance should be put
in place for measures to be taken if off-site communication fails and only the
part of the emergency response organization located at the plant site remains
functional.
2.33. The assignment of responsibilities should be compatible with the type of
guidance material provided9 and should be consistent with the other functions
described in the documents prepared by the emergency response organization.
2.34. The roles assigned to the members of the emergency response
organization may be different in the preventive and mitigatory domains, and
where this is the case, transitions of responsibility and authority should be
clearly defined.

8

An example of events that would be disruptive to society would be general

strikes.
9

If it has been decided to separate decision making from evaluation, for example,
guidance should be available for both functions.
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2.35. A specialized team or group of teams (referred to in the following as the
technical support centre) should be available to provide technical support by
performing evaluations and recommending recovery actions to a decision
making authority, in both the preventive and mitigatory domains. The technical
support centre should also provide appropriate input to the people responsible
for the estimation of potential radiological consequences. For multiple teams,
the role of each team should be specified.
2.36. The decision making authority should be placed at an appropriate level
commensurate with the complexity of the task and the potential for on-site and
off-site releases. In the preventive domain, the control room shift supervisor or
a dedicated safety engineer or other designated official should be largely able
to carry this responsibility;10 in the mitigatory domain, decisions should be
made by a person at a higher level.
2.37. The operations department should be made responsible for the
implementation of the accident management actions that are decided upon.
2.38. Appropriate levels of training should be provided to members of the
emergency response organization; training should be commensurate with their
responsibilities in the preventive and mitigatory domains.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF AN
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
GENERAL REMARKS: PREVENTIVE REGIME
3.1. The preventive accident management guidance should address the full
spectrum of credible beyond design basis accident events; that is, all events
considered credible on the basis of possible initiating events, and possible
complications during the evolution of the event that could be caused by
additional hardware failures, human errors and/or events from outside.

10

Some decisions may be placed at a higher level of authority; for example,
where certain actions that are beneficial for accident management may damage
components (see also Table 1).
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3.2. For determination of the full spectrum of events, useful guidance can be
obtained from the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) Level 1 (if available),
or similar studies from other plants, and operating experience from the plant
and other plants. A selection of events should be sufficiently comprehensive to
provide a basis for guidance for the plant personnel in any identified situation,
even if the evolution of the accident would constitute a very unlikely path
within the PSA or is not identified in the PSA at all.

GENERAL REMARKS: MITIGATORY REGIME
3.3. The accident management guidance should address the full spectrum of
credible challenges to fission product boundaries due to severe accidents,
including those arising from multiple hardware failures, human errors and/or
events from outside, and possible physical phenomena that may occur during
the evolution of a severe accident (such as steam explosions, direct
containment heating and hydrogen burns). In this process, issues should also be
taken into account that are frequently not considered in analyses, such as
additional highly improbable failures and abnormal functioning of equipment.
3.4. For determination of the full spectrum of challenge mechanisms, useful
guidance can be obtained from the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)
Level 2 (if available), or similar studies from other plants and insights from
research on severe accidents. However, identification of potential challenge
mechanisms should be sufficiently comprehensive to provide a basis for
guidance for the plant personnel in any identified situation, even if the
evolution of the accident would constitute a very unlikely path within the PSA
or is not identified in the PSA at all.
3.5. In view of the inherent uncertainties involved in determining credible
events, the PSA should not be used a priori to exclude accident scenarios from
the development of severe accident management guidance.11
3.6. After the accident management guidance has been completed, it should
be verified whether indeed all important accident sequences, in particular those
obtained from the PSA, are covered and whether risks are reduced accordingly.

11

If such use is considered, very low cut-off levels should be specified so as not to
underestimate the scope and nature of scenarios to be analysed.
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3.7. Four main steps should be executed to set up an accident management
programme:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Plant vulnerabilities should be identified, to find mechanisms through
which critical safety functions may be challenged. In the event that these
challenges are not mitigated, the core may be damaged and the integrity
of fission product barriers may be compromised;
Plant capabilities under challenges to critical safety functions and fission
product barriers should be identified, including capabilities to mitigate
such challenges, in terms of both equipment and personnel;
Suitable accident management strategies and measures should be
developed, including hardware features, to cope with the vulnerabilities
identified;
Procedures and guidelines to execute the strategies should be developed.

3.8. Additional important elements that should be considered in the
development of an accident management programme include:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Hardware provisions (equipment, instrumentation) for accident
management;
The means of obtaining information on the plant status, and the role of
instrumentation therein;
Specification of lines of decision making, responsibility and authority in
the teams that are in charge of the execution of the accident management
measures;
Integration of the accident management programme within the
emergency arrangements for the plant;
Verification and validation of procedures and guidelines;
Education and training, drills and exercises;
Supporting analysis for the development of the accident management
programme;
A management system for all tasks in the accident management
programme;
A systematic approach to incorporating new information and new
insights on severe accident phenomena.

3.9. Accident management programmes may be developed first on a generic
basis, by a plant vendor or other organization, and may then be utilized by a
plant utility for a plant specific accident management programme. Where such
a process is followed, care should be taken that the transition from a generic
accident management programme to a plant specific accident management
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programme is handled appropriately. This includes the search for additional
vulnerabilities, and strategies to mitigate these.
3.10. To ensure the success of the development of the accident management
programme, a ‘core development team’ of experts with sufficient scope and
level of expertise should be assembled.
3.11. The core development team should comprise, apart from any external
experts (if an external vendor for accident management guidance is selected),
staff responsible for the development and implementation of the accident
management programme at the plant, including personnel from the training
department (for training operators and engineering staff), operations
department, maintenance department and engineering department.
3.12. The staff who will be working in the control room or technical support
centre or any other organizational unit responsible for evaluation and decision
making in the course of an accident should be involved at an early stage in the
development of an accident management programme, as this provides
invaluable training for future tasks and feedback. Examples of the composition
of a core development team are presented in Ref. [12].
3.13. The development of an accident management programme is a complex
task, which requires close cooperation and well organized teamwork among
the experts involved. Hence, consideration should be given to the way in which
plant personnel will be made available to participate in the development
activities of the accident management programme in relation to their normal
duties. Sufficient time should be allocated to plant personnel in the core
development team in relation to their other obligations.

IDENTIFICATION OF PLANT VULNERABILITIES
3.14. The vulnerabilities of the plant in the case of accidents beyond the design
basis should be identified. How specific accidents will challenge critical safety
functions should be investigated, and also if these safety functions are lost and
not restored in due time, how the core will be damaged and how the integrity of
other fission product barriers will be challenged.
3.15. A comprehensive set of insights on the behaviour of the plant during a
beyond design basis accident and severe accident should be obtained; these
should identify the phenomena that may occur and their expected timing and
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severity. In the severe accident domain, these insights should be collected and
set out in the technical basis12 for severe accident management.
3.16. The insights should be obtained using appropriate analysis tools. Other
inputs should also be used, such as the results of research on severe accidents,
insights from other plants and engineering judgement. In developing insights,
consideration should be given to uncertainties in severe accident models and in
the assumptions made.

IDENTIFICATION OF PLANT CAPABILITIES
3.17. All plant capabilities available to fulfil the safety functions should be
investigated, including the use of non-dedicated systems, unconventional lineups and temporary connections (hoses, mobile or portable equipment) and use
of systems beyond their design basis, up to and including the possibility of
equipment damage.13 It should also be considered whether failed systems can
be restored to service and, hence, can again contribute to the mitigation of the
event. Where unconventional line-ups and temporary connections are
identified, consideration should be given to the adaptation of equipment
necessary to use these capabilities.
3.18. The severe accident management measures should be robust; that is, they
should be defined in such a way that they provide sufficient margin to
structural failure of relevant components where such failure can be prevented
(e.g. flooding of a steam generator should be done in a timely manner and to
such a level that there is ample margin to creep rupture of a steam generator
tube,14 and venting the containment should be done at such a containment
pressure level that there is still ample margin to containment failure). Where
failure cannot be prevented by the envisaged measures, attempts should be
made to delay failure. It should be realized that full control and mitigation of
such events may not be possible, despite severe accident management

12

An example of a generic technical basis that is widely used in Member States is
provided in Ref. [15].
13
An example is the restart of a reactor coolant pump under low pressure, which
can enhance core cooling but may damage the pump.
14
The action to flood the steam generator will effectively protect the steam
generator tubes against creep rupture; in addition, however, the action should be initiated
well below the threshold above which such creep rupture may occur.
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measures and consideration of severe accidents in the design basis of the
nuclear power plant.
3.19. The capabilities of plant personnel to contribute to unconventional
measures to mitigate plant vulnerabilities, including the behaviour and
reliability of personnel under adverse environmental conditions, should also be
investigated. Where necessary, protective measures should be provided and
training should be specified for the execution of such tasks. It should be noted
that work that poses risks to the health or even the life of plant personnel is
always voluntary in nature and can never be demanded of the individual; the
guidance should be developed accordingly.

DEVELOPMENT OF ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
3.20. On the basis of the vulnerability assessment and the understanding of
accident phenomena, as well as of the plant capabilities to cope with accidents,
suitable accident management strategies should be developed for each
individual challenge or plant vulnerability, in both the preventive and
mitigatory domains.
3.21. In the preventive domain, strategies should be developed to preserve
safety functions that are important to prevent core damage (often called
‘critical safety functions’), such as achieving and maintaining core subcriticality,
core cooling, primary inventory and containment integrity. An example of a
preventive strategy is ‘feed and bleed’.
3.22. In the mitigatory domain, strategies should be developed to enable:
— Terminating the progress of core damage once it has started;
— Maintaining the integrity of the containment as long as possible;
— Minimizing releases of radioactive material;
— Achieving a long term stable state.
Strategies may be derived from ‘candidate high level actions’, examples of
which are given in Appendix II of Ref. [12]. Examples of mitigatory strategies
are: filling the secondary side of the steam generator to prevent creep rupture
of the steam generator tubes; depressurizing the reactor circuit to prevent high
pressure reactor vessel failure and direct containment heating; flooding the
reactor cavity to prevent or delay vessel failure and subsequent basemat
failure; mitigating the hydrogen concentration; and depressurizing the
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containment to prevent its failure by excess pressure or to prevent basemat
failure under elevated containment pressure.
3.23. The application of a specific mitigatory strategy should be dependent on a
single parameter, or on a group of parameters indicative for a certain plant
damage state. Plant damage states reflect different phases of increasing severity
in the evolution of the accident. They refer to an identification of the state of
the core and containment with respect to challenges to the fission product
barriers of the plant. Examples are, for the core: in-vessel core cooled and
covered, in-vessel core overheated and badly damaged, ex-vessel core cooled
and covered, and ex-vessel core overheated; and, for the containment:
controlled stable state, controlled not-stable state (i.e. new strategies required
but fission product release not imminent), challenged state (new strategies
required immediately), and ongoing releases.15
3.24. A method for carrying out a systematic evaluation of the possible
strategies that can be applied should be developed, taking into consideration
the evolution of the accident. Adverse conditions that may hamper the
execution of the strategy for that phase of the accident should be considered. In
selecting and prioritizing strategies, it should be noted that evaluation is very
important owing to the potential for multiple negative impacts of actions, and
the increased levels of uncertainty about the plant status and the plant’s
response to actions.
3.25. Particular consideration should be given to strategies that have both
positive and negative impacts in order to provide the basis for a decision about
which strategies constitute a proper response under a given plant damage
condition. An example is withholding water from the reactor cavity to extend
the time to overpressure failure of the containment; this has the negative
impact of possible core–concrete interactions that may be irreversible. A
further example is flooding the cavity, with the negative impact of possible
occurrence of an ex-vessel steam explosion.

15

Further examples are presented in Appendix I of Ref. [12] and in Refs [15, 20,
26, 27]. Reference [26] also gives an example of a ‘single parameter’ approach. This
approach and the approach based on plant damage states are described in Ref. [27].
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3.26. Insights into the plant damage states16 in the evolution of the accident
should be obtained wherever possible. They are helpful, as they can help to
select strategies, because some strategies can be effective in one plant damage
state, but may be ineffective or even detrimental in another.17 In addition, such
insights are relevant for the estimation of the source term and, if available,
should be used for this purpose.
3.27. Priorities should be set between strategies, because possible strategies can
have a different weight and/or effect on safety, and because not all strategies
can be carried out at the same time. In the preventive domain, the priority of
the strategies should be reflected in the priority established for the critical
safety functions. In the mitigatory domain, priority should be given to measures
that mitigate large ongoing releases or challenges to important fission product
barriers (where ‘large’ means releases with levels of radioactivity that are
above the general emergency levels, as defined in the plant emergency plan).
The basis for the selection of priorities should be recorded in the background
documentation. An example is a set of priorities that follows the evolution of
many severe accidents; that is, the first priority is to the first fission product
barrier to fail if no mitigatory measures are taken.18 The setting of priorities
should include the consideration of support functions (vital auxiliaries such as
AC and DC power and cooling water).
3.28. If strategies are considered that need to be implemented within a certain
time window, the possibly large uncertainties in identifying such a window
should be taken into account. However, care should be exercised in order not
to discard potentially useful strategies.

16

Note the difference between an accident sequence and a plant damage state:
the latter is an observable damage condition at the plant, irrespective of the accident
sequence that has led to that damage condition.
17
For example, filling an empty steam generator in a pressurized water reactor is
an effective strategy if there is a risk of steam generator tube creep rupture or an
existing steam generator tube leak, but is irrelevant if there is no such risk or leak. In a
boiling water reactor, it is relevant to know whether the pressure suppression capability
still is required. A further example is the recognition of a containment bypass sequence.
In all these cases, insights into the plant damage states enhance the execution of an
accident management measure.
18
In high pressure scenarios at pressurized water reactors, these are often the
steam generator tubes, by the mechanism of creep rupture. Hence, the first priority then
is to prevent such creep rupture by filling the steam generator.
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3.29. Where immediate attention and short term actions are needed, there may
be no time available for the deliberation of all possible consequences of the
actions. The guidance should be developed accordingly. An example is an
immediate challenge to a fission product barrier, where ‘immediate’ means that
there is no time, or limited time, for evaluation prior to decision making.
3.30. In defining and selecting strategies in the mitigatory domain, it should be
noted that safety functions from the preventive domain may remain relevant in
the mitigatory domain and, accordingly, the need to maintain these functions
should also be incorporated into the mitigatory strategies. For example,
subcriticality of the core geometry or core debris configuration should be
maintained, and a path should be provided from the core or core debris decay
heat to an ultimate heat sink, where possible.19
3.31. It should also be noted that actions to fulfil objectives relating to critical
safety functions that are adequate in the preventive domain may not be so in
the mitigatory domain. For example, it is more difficult to keep the core
geometry subcritical when the control rods have melted away but the stack of
fuel elements is still intact. Hence, safety functions relating to the emergency
operating procedures that are called upon in the mitigatory domain should be
reviewed for their applicability and, notably, for limitations and potential
negative consequences under the various plant damage states.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES
3.32. The strategies and measures discussed in the previous section should be
converted to procedures for the preventive domain (EOPs) and guidelines for
the mitigatory domain (SAMGs). The procedures contain a set of actions to
prevent the escalation of an event into a severe accident. The guidelines
contain a set of actions to mitigate the consequences of a severe accident
according to the chosen strategies. Procedures and guidelines contain the
necessary information and instructions for the responsible personnel, including
the use of equipment, equipment limitations, and cautions and benefits. The

19

The execution of strategies in the mitigatory domain may be different from that
in the preventive domain; for example, removal of decay heat may occur through
venting the steam from the containment that escapes from a boiling pool covering the
melt. Priority is given to an intact containment rather than to the perfect prevention of
release of radioactive material.
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guidelines also address the various positive and negative consequences of
proposed actions and offer options.
3.33. The procedures and guidelines should contain the following elements:
— Objectives and strategies;
— Initiation criteria;
— The time window within which the actions are to be applied (if relevant);
— The possible duration of actions;
— The equipment and resources (e.g. AC and DC power, water) required;
— Actions to be carried out;
— Cautions;
— Throttling and termination criteria;
— Monitoring of plant response.
3.34. The set of procedures and guidelines should include a logic diagram that
describes a sequence of relevant plant parameters that should be monitored
and which are linked to the criteria for initiation, throttling or termination of
the various procedures and guidelines. The sequence should be in line with the
priority of associated strategies, procedures and guidelines, as described in
paras 3.27 and 3.39.
3.35. In the preventive domain, it may be possible to identify the accident
sequence at hand on the basis of an appropriate procedure to diagnose the
event. Guidance should be put in place for situations where such a diagnosis
cannot be obtained or, when it has been obtained, it later has been found to be
incorrect or has been lost in the evolution of the accident. Alternatively, the
guidance can be fully linked to the observed physical state of the plant, thus
further diagnosis of the accident sequence is not necessary. The guidance
should be aimed at preserving or restoring high level safety functions (critical
safety functions) on the basis of the selected strategies. The diagnostic
procedure should be applied at regular intervals in the evolution of the
accident, to make it possible to return to the procedure specifically developed
for the observed accident sequence once it has been recognized or recognized
again after any initial loss of insight.
3.36. Although in the mitigatory domain it should not be necessary for the
responsible staff to identify the accident sequence or to follow a pre-analysed
accident scenario in order to be able to use the SAMGs correctly, they should
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be able to identify the plant damage state for a correct or optimum20 use of the
SAMGs. A temporary loss of insight into the plant damage states should not
preclude the execution of the SAMGs.
3.37. In developing the guidance, it should also be recognized that there is a
potential for a false diagnosis of scenarios or plant damage states. The potential
for such false diagnosis should be minimized, for example, by the use of
redundant signals and, possibly, by placing or leaving actions in the guidelines
that otherwise would have been removed on the basis of the change in
diagnosis.21 The technical support centre may remove such lower priority items
if it has sufficient insight into the evolution of the accident, but should be aware
of the possibility of false information.
3.38. Possible positive and negative consequences of proposed strategies
should be specified in the guidelines, in cases where the selection of the
strategies will need to be done during the evolution of the accident. The
technical support centre should check whether additional negative
consequences are possible, and should consider their impact.
3.39. Priorities should also be defined among the various procedures and
among the various guidelines, in accordance with the priority of the underlying
strategies. Conflicts in priorities, if any, should be resolved. The priorities may
change in the course of the accident and, hence, the guidelines should contain a
recommendation that selection of priorities be reviewed at regular time
intervals. The selection of actions should be changed accordingly.
3.40. Interfaces between the EOPs and the SAMGs should be addressed, and
proper transition from EOPs into SAMGs should be provided for, where
appropriate.22 Functions and actions from strategies in the EOPs that have
20

An approach that does not require the recognition of plant damage states will
nevertheless benefit from such recognition, as it can delete or deprioritize actions with
less relevance for the recognized damage state.
21
As an example, there are combinations of signals (such a combination is often
referred to as a ‘signature’) that resemble vessel failure when in fact the vessel has not
failed. Hence, actions that are relevant for an in-vessel phase should still be retained in a
guideline developed for the case when vessel failure has been diagnosed, but at a lower
priority.
22
EOPs may contain exits to SAMGs, i.e. if certain steps are not successful, entry
into SAMGs is made. An example is a core cooling EOP, where the core exit
temperature does not stay below or return below a specified limit (e.g. 650°C).
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been identified as relevant in the mitigatory domain should be identified and
retained in the SAMGs. Preferably, there should be no formal transition back
from the mitigatory domain (SAMGs) to the preventive domain (EOPs), once
the EOPs have been exited, although EOPs may still be used as judgement
dictates.23 Where this is nevertheless applied, it should be ensured that the
EOPs considered are applicable and valid in the core damage domain, and that
the decision making process includes all features necessary in the core damage
or mitigatory domain. As EOPs have been designed for a reactor with an intact
core, they lose, in principle, their design basis in the mitigatory domain and,
hence, should be exited.
3.41. Where EOPs are not exited but are executed in parallel with the SAMGs,
their applicability and validity in the mitigatory domain should be
demonstrated. In that case, a hierarchy between EOPs and SAMGs should be
established, in order to avoid any conflict.
3.42. In addition to entry conditions to the SAMGs, exit conditions and/or
criteria to long term provisions should be specified. An example is given in
Appendix VII of Ref. [12].
3.43. The transition point from the preventive domain to the mitigatory
domain should be set at some time prior to ‘imminent core damage’ or at the
‘beginning of core damage’,24 or at some other well defined point (e.g. the
execution of preventive measures has become ineffective or impossible). The
selection of the transition point may influence the magnitude and/or sequence
of subsequent challenges to fission product barriers. In such cases, this should
be taken into account in the selection of the transition point which, therefore,
should be placed at a point that is optimal for accident management.25 Where
the transition point is specified on the basis of conditional criteria (i.e. the
transition is made if certain planned actions in the EOPs are unsuccessful), the
time necessary to identify the transition point and the possible consequences
thereof should be taken into account. For example, the rise in core temperature
23

While transition from the SAMGs back to the EOPs is not recommended, there
are cases, such as in-vessel recovery of a degraded core, in which the use of some of the
EOPs may be appropriate after use of the SAMGs is finished.
24
The ‘beginning of core damage’ can be considered to be, for example, a point at
which the calculated molten mass is above 0 kg; this point can be dete
rmined using a suitable severe accident computer code.
25
For some plants, a late transition (i.e. at a high core exit temperature) may
invoke an early risk of hydrogen release.
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and the associated core damage that will occur during the attempts to prevent
core damage should be considered.26
3.44. The possibility of transition from EOPs to SAMGs before the technical
support centre is operable, that is, before it is ready to make its first
recommendation, should be considered in the development of procedures and
guidelines. This situation can occur in cases where an event rapidly develops
into a severe accident. Any mitigatory guidance provided to control room
operators in this case should be presented in a way that makes prompt and easy
execution possible and, therefore, should preferably be presented in the same
format as operating procedures.
3.45. Procedures and guidelines should be based on directly measurable plant
parameters. Where measurements are not available, parameters should be
estimated by means of simple computations and/or precalculated graphs.
Parameters that can be obtained only after carrying out complex calculations
during the accident should not be used as the basis for decisions.27
3.46. Procedures and guidelines should be written in a user friendly way and
such that they can be readily executed under high stress conditions, and should
contain sufficient detail so as to ensure that the focus is on the necessary
actions.28 The procedures and guidelines should be written in a predefined
format.29 Instructions to operators should be clear and unambiguous.

26

For example, if the transition is to be made when the core exit temperature
reaches a certain level and in addition the planned EOP actions fail, the time that is lost
in the attempts to prevent core damage should be estimated and the associated core
temperature rise should be calculated to determine whether core damage may already
have occurred.
27
The fuel cladding temperature, for example, is not a suitable parameter on
which to base decisions, as it can only be determined by carrying out complex
calculations.
28
Where primary injection is recommended, for example, it should be identified
whether this should be initiated from dedicated sources (borated water) or alternate
sources (possibly non-borated water such as fire extinguishing water). Additionally, the
available line-ups to achieve the injection should be identified, and guidance should be
put in place to configure unconventional line-ups where these are needed. It should be
known how long sources will be available, and what needs to be done either to replace
them or to restore them once they are depleted.
29
A widely used format for a ‘writers’ guide’ for procedures is provided in
Ref. [16].
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3.47. The SAMGs should be written in such a way that there is provision for
sufficient latitude to deviate from an anticipated path where this might be
necessary or beneficial. Such flexibility may be necessary owing to the
uncertainty in the status of the plant and in the effectiveness and/or outcome of
actions, and in order to cover unexpected events and complications. The
structure and format of the guidance should be shaped in a way that is
commensurate with this uncertainty. Consequently, guidance should not be
formulated in such a way that personnel will tend to execute it verbatim.
3.48. Procedures and guidelines should contain guidance for situations where
the accident management equipment may be unavailable (e.g. because of
equipment failure or equipment lockout). Alternate methods should be
explored and, if available, included in the guidance.
3.49. It should be noted that various equipment may start automatically upon
certain parameters reaching predefined values (‘set points’). Such automatic
starts have usually been designed for events in the preventive domain. These
automatic actions may be counterproductive in the mitigatory domain. Hence,
all automatic actions should be reviewed for their impact in the mitigatory
domain and, where appropriate, equipment should be inhibited from automatic
start. Manual start of the equipment concerned should then be considered in
the SAMG.
3.50. Guidance should be developed to diagnose equipment failure and to
identify methods to restore such failed equipment to service. The guidance
should include recommendations on the priorities for restoration actions. In
this context, the following should be considered:
— The importance of the failed equipment for accident management;
— Possibilities to restore the equipment;
— The likelihood of successful recovery if several pieces of equipment are
out of service;
— Dependence on the number of failed support systems;
— Doses to personnel involved in restoration of the equipment.
3.51. Recovery of failed equipment and/or recovery from erroneous operator
actions that led to the beyond design basis accident or severe accident should
be a primary strategy in accident management, and this should be reflected in
the accident management guidance. The time to recover failed equipment may
be outside the time window to prevent core damage. If this is the case, an
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earlier transition to the mitigatory domain can be decided upon than one based
on plant parameters.
3.52. Relevant management levels in the operating organization of the plant, as
well as outside organizations responsible for the protection of the public,
should also be made aware of the potential need for early transition to the
mitigatory domain. Late transition to the mitigatory domain can lead to serious
degradation of safety and the potential for on-site and off-site releases.
Identification of an earlier transition should be covered as such in the
emergency plan for the plant.
3.53. In the development of procedures and guidelines, account should be
taken of the habitability of the control room and the accessibility of other
relevant areas, such as the technical support centre or areas for local actions. It
should be investigated whether expected dose rates and environmental
conditions inside the control room and in other relevant areas may give rise to
a need for restrictions for personnel. It should be determined what the impact
of such situations will be on the execution of the accident management
programme; the need for replacement of staff for reasons of dose should also
be considered.
3.54. In the case where several units are in operation at the same site, the use of
a unit that has not been affected should be taken into account in the accident
management guidance. It should also be considered whether or not the
neighbouring unit has to be shut down. Special care should be taken to identify
limitations on non-standard equipment that might be shared between units. For
example, a cross-tie of heat removal systems from an unaffected unit may be
useful for heat removal from the affected unit but this may require that the
unaffected unit will remain at a certain predefined power level.
3.55. As part of the severe accident management guidance and further to the
estimation of parameters addressed in para. 3.45, precalculated graphs or
simple formulas should be developed, where appropriate, to avoid the need to
perform complex calculations during the accident in a potentially high stress
situation. These are often called ‘computational aids’ and should be included in
the documentation of the SAMGs. Examples are provided in Appendix III of
Ref. [12]. Computer based aids should take into account the limited battery life
of self-contained computers (laptops) and the potential for loss of AC power
during severe accident scenarios.
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3.56. Rules of usage should be defined for the application of SAMGs. Such
rules define what needs to be done in the actual application of the guidelines.
Questions to be answered are, for example:
— If an EOP is in execution but the point of entry to SAMGs is reached,
should actions in the EOP then be interrupted, continued if not in conflict
with the applicable SAMG, or continued in any case?
— Should restorative actions started in the EOP domain be continued in the
SAMG domain?
— If an SAMG is in execution, but the point of entry for another SAMG is
also reached, should that other SAMG then be executed in parallel?
— Should the consideration to initiate another SAMG be delayed while
parameters that called upon the first one are changing value?
3.57. Adequate background material should be prepared in parallel with the
development and writing of individual guidelines. The background material
should fulfil the following roles:
— It should be a self-contained source of reference for:
• The technical basis for strategies and deviations from generic strategies,
if any;
• A detailed description of instrumentation needs;
• Results of supporting analysis;
• The basis for and detailed description of steps in procedures and
guidelines;
• The basis for calculations of set points;
— It should provide a demonstration of compliance with the relevant quality
assurance requirements;
— It should provide basic material for training courses for technical support
staff and operators.

HARDWARE PROVISIONS FOR ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT
3.58. The plant should be equipped with hardware provisions in order to fulfil
the fundamental safety functions (control of reactivity, removal of heat from
the fuel, confinement of radioactive material), as far as is reasonable for
beyond design basis accidents and severe accidents. Dedicated systems and/or
design features for managing severe accidents should be put in place, in
particular for new plants.
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3.59. In new plants there are usually design features present that practically
eliminate some severe accident phenomena, and/or dedicated equipment is
available for managing beyond design basis accidents and severe accidents.
However, for some existing plants, it may be concluded that it is not possible to
develop a meaningful30 severe accident management programme for the plant
in its existing hardware configuration and layout.31 In that case, modification of
the plant should be considered accordingly.
3.60. Hardware provision should also be considered where essential functions
(e.g. removal of decay heat) need to be available for an extended time32 and the
equipment normally foreseen for this function cannot be anticipated to remain
available for such a long time. In estimating the long term availability of
components,33 the limited possibility — or impossibility — of maintenance
should be taken into account.
3.61. Changes in design should also be proposed where uncertainties in the
analytical prediction of challenges to fission product barriers cannot be
reduced to an acceptable level.
3.62. Suitable analysis methods that utilize appropriate safety or risk metrics
exist and these should be used to aid in decision making regarding upgrades.
Consideration should be given to the fact that analysis in the field of severe
accident management is usually not conservative but of best estimate type, and
does not in itself create margins.34

30

‘Meaningful’ is to be understood as ‘reducing risk in an appreciable way or to
an acceptable level’.
31
An example is a reactor with a small containment which is vulnerable to
hydrogen explosions. Inertization may then be needed.
32
Active decay heat removal, for example, may need to be provided for many
months, before removal by natural processes can be counted on.
33
This is most relevant for active components, but passive components may also
be damaged (e.g. clogging of heat exchangers by debris in the circulating water).
34
Margins may be conservative in one direction but non-conservative in another.
For example, an assumption that hot leg creep failure will not prevent steam generator
creep failure may be conservative in defining strategies to prevent steam generator
creep failure but it may be non-conservative in addressing the ultimate location of core
debris on reactor vessel failure, as hot leg failure may disperse much core debris through
the containment, whereas steam generator tube creep rupture will not do so.
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3.63. Equipment upgrades aimed at enhancing preventive features of the plant
should be considered as tasks with high priority. Examples are qualification of
pressurizer valves for feed and bleed operation and additional redundancies on
important safety systems (AC and DC power, available cooling water).
3.64. For the mitigatory domain, in upgrading equipment the focus should be
placed on preservation of the containment function and, in particular, the
following functions should be taken account of:
— Containment isolation in a severe accident, including bypass prevention;
— Monitoring parameters in the containment, allowing an early diagnosis of the
unit status including the concentration of fission products and hydrogen;
— Ensuring the leaktightness of the containment, including preservation of
the functionality of isolation devices, penetrations and personnel locks,
for a reasonable time after a severe accident;
— Management of pressure and temperature in the containment by means
of a containment heat removal system;
— Control of the concentration of combustible gases, fission products and
other materials released during severe accidents;
— Containment overpressure and underpressure35 protection;
— Prevention of high pressure core-melt scenarios;
— Prevention of vessel melt through;
— Prevention and mitigation of containment basemat melt through by the
molten core;
— Monitoring and control of containment leakages.
3.65. In view of the utmost importance of the integrity of the containment, all
measures that can be realized with acceptable costs should be taken to ensure
this, unless justified otherwise. Acceptable costs are, as a minimum, to be
defined as the cost of radiation dose to the general public in the vicinity of the
plant36 that would be averted by implementation of such measures. The
regulatory body should identify acceptable methods of evaluating such averted
radiation exposures37 and should determine the value of the averted dose.38 In

35

This refers to subatmospheric pressure after containment venting and
subsequent condensation of steam in the containment.
36
Some countries define the vicinity of a plant as the area within 80 km of the plant.
37
A suitable method is one whereby the utility proposes such a method, which
then is approved (or amended) by the regulatory body.
38
For example, a value of US $100 000 per man-sievert averted is sometimes used.
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defining the value of the averted dose, all costs and other consequences should
be considered, including long term effects for public health and safety that,
upon the occurrence of a severe accident, would arise from releases that would
be averted by these measures.39 The ultimate goal of this method is to ensure
that containment failures are extremely improbable.
3.66. Appropriate measures should be taken to remove the decay heat from
the core debris to an ultimate heat sink. Where it is decided to or considered
necessary to remove the decay heat by repeated or continuous venting of the
containment atmosphere, such venting should, in principle, take place through
a pathway that can provide appropriate reduction in the fission product
releases, for example, by filtering or scrubbing.
3.67. Examples of possible design changes that can be implemented in existing
plants are: a hardened and/or filtered containment vent; passive autocatalytic
recombiners; igniters; a passive containment cooling system; reactor cavity
flooding; isolation of pathways to the environment that may exist after basemat
failure;40 larger station batteries or alternate power supplies; and enhanced
instrumentation (extended scale or new measurements), such as enhanced
instrumentation for the steam generator level. A modification can fulfil several
functions. For example, a filtered containment vent can be used to prevent
containment overpressurization, but also to release hydrogen (or oxygen) to
reduce the hydrogen risk, to prevent unfiltered leakage from existing openings
or from a containment that has a pre-existing (relatively) large leakage rate, or
to prevent basemat failure — if anticipated to occur — at an elevated
containment pressure.
3.68. If equipment and systems used to cope with design basis conditions are
supplemented by additional equipment to mitigate severe accidents, the latter
equipment should preferably be independent.
3.69. For dedicated or upgraded equipment, there should be sufficient
confidence in the equipment and, where possible, demonstration of its
capability to perform the required actions in beyond design basis and severe

39

At the discretion of the government, costs and other consequences that are
associated with protecting, maintaining and/or restoring the environment may also be
included, as such costs can be extremely high.
40
Some plants have a direct pathway to the environment at melt through of the
concrete below the cavity.
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accident conditions should be provided. Demonstration of the capability of
equipment should be provided where other assessment methods cannot
provide sufficient confidence. However, the level of qualification applied to
such equipment need not necessarily be the same as that typically required for
components and systems that cope with design basis conditions. Similarly,
requirements on the redundancy of such systems may also be relaxed
compared to the requirements applied in the design basis domain.
3.70. The required accuracy of various instruments used for severe accident
management should be recognized in assessing instrumentation capabilities. In
many cases, proper instrument indication that permits accurate trending may
be more important than the accuracy of the indicated values.

ROLE OF INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
3.71. Since the SAMGs depend on the ability to estimate the magnitude of
several key plant parameters, the plant parameters needed for both preventive
accident management measures and mitigatory accident management
measures should be identified. It should be checked that all these parameters
are available from the instrumentation in the plant. Where instruments can
give information on the accident progression in a non-dedicated way, such
possibilities should be investigated and included in the guidance.41
3.72. The existing qualification for relevant instruments should be taken into
account, and it should be recognized that such equipment may continue to
operate well beyond its qualified range. Alternative instrumentation should be
identified where the primary instrumentation is not available or not reliable.
Where such instrumentation is not available, alternative means should be
developed, for example, computational aids.
3.73. Use of instrumentation that is qualified for the expected environmental
conditions is the preferred method to obtain the necessary information.
3.74. The effect of environmental conditions on the instrument reading should be
estimated and included in the guidance. It should be taken into consideration that

41

Ex-core neutron detector readings, for example, are influenced by the location
of core debris in the vessel and the amount of remaining water, so these readings could
be used to acquire information about the evolution of the accident.
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a local environmental condition can deviate from global conditions and, hence,
instrumentation that is qualified under global conditions may not function properly
under local conditions.42 The expected failure mode and resultant instrument
indication (e.g. off-scale high, off-scale low, floating) for instrumentation failures in
severe accident conditions beyond the design basis should be identified.
3.75. Severe accidents may present challenges to instrumentation beyond its
design basis where such instruments may operate outside their design
operating range. As the indication from instruments then may be in error, all
indications used to diagnose plant conditions for severe accident management
should be benchmarked against other direct or derived indications in order to
reduce the risks associated with faulty readings. In practice, every key
instrumentation reading from a non-qualified dedicated instrument that is used
for diagnosis or verification should have an alternate method to verify that the
primary reading (i.e. the reading from the dedicated instrument) is
reasonable.43 When an alternative means of obtaining a key parameter value
cannot be identified, consideration should be given to upgrading or replacing
the instruments in order to provide that alternative indication.
3.76. In the development of the SAMGs, the potential failure of important nonqualified instrumentation during the evolution of the accident should be included
and, where possible, alternative strategies that do not use this instrumentation
should be developed.44 The ability to infer important plant parameters from local
instrumentation or from unconventional means should also be considered. For
example, the steam generator level can be inferred from local pressure
measurements on the steam line and steam generator blowdown lines.
3.77. The need for development of computational aids to obtain information
where parameters are missing or their measurements are unreliable should be
42

High pressure melt ejection, for example, will spread debris all around the
containment and while global conditions may remain within qualification envelopes, the
local environment can be quite challenging (e.g. radiation due to locally deposited
fission products, excessive heating due to decay heat from deposited fission products).
43
The recommendation is for the reading to be ‘reasonable’ rather than ‘accurate’,
since precision is not generally needed.
44
An example is the steam generator level indication: if this is lost, the policy at
some plants is to stop all feedwater and allow the steam generator to empty; at other
plants it is assumed that the steam generator is empty and so it will continue to be fed,
which includes accepting the risk of overfill of the steam generator. The applicable
SAMGs should be developed accordingly.
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identified and appropriate computational aids should be developed
accordingly.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND LINES OF AUTHORIZATION
3.78. Functions and responsibilities in accident management, in both the
preventive and mitigatory domains, should be clearly defined within the
documentation of the accident management programme and of the overall
emergency response organization. Where off-site organizations have
responsibilities in accident management, this should be described. An example
of a typical layout of the technical elements of the on-site emergency response
organization is shown in Fig. 2.
3.79. The roles of personnel involved in severe accident management should be
considered in three categories:
(1)

Evaluation/recommendation
(assessment
of
plant
conditions,
identification of potential actions, evaluation of the potential impacts of
these actions, and recommendation of actions to be taken and, after

Emergency director
(often: plant manager)

Operations:
main control room
Implement/control
plant systems

Technical support centre
Support to operations,
emergency planners;
severe accident
management evaluation

Radiological centre
Dose assessment;
implementation of the
emergency plan;
recommendation of
off-site actions

Operations:
local field personnel
Local actions and
equipment recovery

FIG. 2. Typical layout of the technical elements of the on-site emergency response
organization.
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(2)

(3)

implementation, assessing the outcome of actions; personnel in charge of
these duties are often called ‘evaluators’);
Authorization (decision making: approving the recommended action for
implementation; personnel in charge of these duties are often called
‘decision makers’);
Implementation of the actions (operation of the equipment as necessary,
including verification of operation; personnel in charge of these duties are
often called ‘implementers’).

Further recommendations for the use of SAMGs are given in the Appendix.
3.80. Preventive accident management is characterized by the need to take
actions where the priority is on restoring core cooling and maintaining fuel
integrity. The primary measures used in preventive accident management are
EOPs. Decision making should be carried out by the control room staff (i.e. the
shift supervisor or shift manager, or a particular dedicated person such as a
safety engineer). For complex situations, where it is deemed appropriate,
decision making may be placed at a higher level of authority. In the preventive
domain, the technical support centre should be made available to provide
technical support to the control room staff.
3.81. In an event that degrades into a severe accident, transfer of
responsibilities and decision making authority from the control room staff to a
higher level of authority should be made at some specified point in time, as
decision making is highly complex in view of the uncertainties involved, and
because it may involve actions with consequences that go beyond the
information available in the control room or even at the plant.45 In the
mitigatory domain, the technical support centre should be charged with
performing evaluations and recommending recovery actions to the decision
making authority.
3.82. This decision making authority in the mitigatory domain should lie with a
high level manager, here denoted as the emergency director. The emergency
director should be granted the authority to decide on the implementation of
severe accident management measures proposed by the technical support
centre or, if needed, based on the director’s own deliberation. The emergency

45

For example, the intention to vent the containment at a certain moment and for
a certain time on the basis of plant parameters may not be in line at that moment with
proposed actions of the off-site emergency response organization.
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director should have a broad understanding of the actual status of the plant and
of other relevant aspects of the emergency response, including off-site effects.46
3.83. In the mitigatory domain, the control room staff should provide input to
the evaluations of the technical support centre on the basis of their knowledge
of the capabilities of plant equipment and instrumentation, and their other
special skills from their training, and given that they may have experienced the
early phases of the accident. In principle, consensus should be sought between
the observations or assessments of the control room staff and the evaluations
or recommendations of the technical support centre. Control room staff should
not wait for questions or instructions from the technical support centre, but
rather should approach the technical support centre on their own initiative with
insights and findings which they consider useful.
3.84. All transfers of authority should be clearly defined where the roles and
responsibilities assigned to the members of the on-site emergency response
organization are different in preventive and mitigatory domains.
3.85. The severe accident management programme should not assign
responsibilities in a way that is inconsistent with the requirements of the
operator licence. However, the operator licence should not be restrictive on the
required responsibilities and should be adapted where useful or necessary for
an adequate severe accident management programme. For example, operators
should be allowed to violate limits and conditions for normal operation to
mitigate a severe accident, subject to appropriate controls and oversight.
3.86. In transferring authority to the emergency director, the actions and
functions that could or should remain in the control room and that can be
decided upon by the control room staff independently of the emergency
director should also be specified.47 As the control room staff is also responsible
for the execution of the measures decided upon by the emergency director,
consistency and a hierarchy between the two groups of actions should be
established.

46

The emergency director also has responsibilities for notifying off-site teams.
The emergency plan describes this (see Ref. [14], para. 4.23).
47
These include activities that control room staff can carry out independently,
such as maintaining support conditions (e.g. room cooling, service water) and
responding to some alarms; activities that the control room staff should not do on their
own (e.g. starting up major equipment) should also be specified.
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3.87. It should be noted that a transfer of responsibilities in the course of a
complex accident in itself poses risks. Hence, such a transfer should take place
at a point in time that minimizes such risks and, thus, is optimal from the
viewpoint of severe accident management. Ideally, the transfer should not
create a ‘vacuum’ in decision making and necessary actions. Hence, formal
transfer should not take place until the new decision maker is ready to
formulate the first decision. Any transfer of responsibilities should be
consistent with the transitions required in the emergency plan (see Ref. [14]).
3.88. Criteria for activation of the technical support centre should be specified,
and severe accident management measures should continue to be carried out
by the control room staff until the technical support centre is functional. Such
measures should be written in a format that is familiar to the control room staff
(e.g. in the same format as the EOPs).
3.89. Support from the plant vendor or other equivalent support should be
sought for the implementation of additional qualified accident management
recommendations, if such support is not already part of the emergency
response organization. The mechanisms for calling on support should be well
established, and the support capabilities should be tested from time to time.
The vendor or equivalent organization providing such support should be kept
up to date with all relevant changes at the plant.
3.90. The responsibilities defined in the documentation of the severe accident
management programme should be reflected in the emergency plan, since this
is the document that defines the overall emergency response organization of a
nuclear power plant. A review of the emergency plan should be performed with
respect to the actions that should be taken according to the accident
management programme, to ensure that conflicts do not exist.
3.91. The technical support centre personnel should have a detailed knowledge
of the EOPs and the SAMGs, and they should have access to the information
on plant status. They should have a good understanding of the underlying
severe accident phenomena dealt with in the SAMGs. Also, they should be
made responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of severe accident
management measures once these have been initiated. The team of the
technical support centre should communicate extensively with the control
room staff, to benefit from their expertise in and insight into the capabilities of
the plant.
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3.92. The decision makers should ensure that they understand the
consequences and uncertainties inherent in their decisions; the implementers
should ensure that they understand the actions that they may be asked to take;
and the evaluators should ensure that they understand the technical grounds
upon which they will make their recommendations.
3.93. Rules for information exchange between the various teams of the
emergency response organization should be defined. The mechanisms for
ensuring the flow of information between the technical support centre and the
control room as well as from the technical support centre to other parts of the
emergency response organization, including those responsible for the
execution of on-site and off-site emergency plans, should be specified. Oral
communication between the technical support centre and the control room
staff should be undertaken by a member of the technical support centre who is
a licensed operator or similarily qualified person. As the occurrence of a severe
accident will generate extensive communication between on-site and off-site
teams, care should be taken that this communication does not disrupt the
management of the accident at the plant.
3.94. If there is to be any involvement of the regulatory body in the decision
making,48 how this is to be done should be defined.
3.95. If there is more than one unit at a site, the site emergency plan should
include the necessary interfaces between the various parts of the overall
emergency response organization.
3.96. The accessibility and habitability of the physical locations of the teams of
evaluators and implementers as well as of the emergency director under severe
accident conditions should be checked and maintained.49 The possible loss of
AC power should be considered in providing for communication between the
control room and the technical support centre.

48

Some Member States have specific regulations on regulatory body
involvement; in other cases, involvement of the regulatory body may not be required but
may be prudent (e.g. for containment venting).
49
A widely applied arrangement is that the team of evaluators is located in the
technical support centre room, and the team of implementers is in the control room of
the plant. Examples of how this can be organized in accordance with the accident
management programme are provided in Ref. [12].
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3.97. Information about the performance of the instrumentation and control
and other equipment (possibly already summarized in the SAMGs for easy
reference) should be made available to the technical support centre. It is
advantageous if the technical support centre has direct access to plant
information. The availability and use of such information should be considered
in the development of SAMGs. The plant information in the technical support
centre should be captured and monitored appropriately, for example, by
electronic data transfer. Where manual transfer of data is needed, this should
preferably be done by a dedicated member of the technical support centre.
3.98. Table 1 presents characteristics of the preventive and mitigatory domains.

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
3.99. All procedures and guidelines should be verified. Verification should be
carried out to confirm the correctness of a written procedure or guideline and
to ensure that technical and human factors have been properly incorporated
[10]. The review of plant specific procedures and guidelines in the development
phase, in accordance with the quality assurance regulations, forms part of this
verification process. In addition, independent reviews should be considered,
where appropriate, in order to enhance the verification process.
3.100. All procedures and guidelines should be validated. Validation should be
carried out to confirm that the actions specified in the procedures and
guidelines can be followed by trained staff to manage emergency events [10].
3.101. Possible methods for validation of the SAMGs are the use of a full scope
simulator (if available), an engineering simulator or other plant analyser tool,
or a tabletop method. The most appropriate method should be selected. Onsite tests should be performed to validate the use of equipment. Scenarios
should be developed that describe a number of fairly realistic (complex)
situations that would require the application of major portions of the EOPs and
the SAMGs. The scenarios encompass the uncertainties in the magnitude and
timing of phenomena (both phenomena that result from the accident
progression and phenomena that result from recovery actions).
3.102. Members of staff involved in the validation of the procedures and
guidelines should not be those who developed the procedures and guidelines.
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Prevention of core damage, through fulfilment of a
set of safety functions of primary importance
(‘critical safety functions’)

Establishment of priorities among the various
‘critical safety functions’

Control room staff or leader of the emergency
response organization, if deemed appropriate

Emergency response organization available for
advice to control room, or decision making for
complex tasks, if deemed appropriate

Use of procedures for accident management
measures (EOPs) in control room

Establishment of priorities

Responsibilities

Role of emergency response
organization

Procedures/guidelines

Preventive domain

Aim

Subject/Attribute

Use of guidance documents (SAMGs) by
emergency response organization or other
designated staff

Emergency response organization responsible for
decision making

Emergency response organization, with control
room staff available for advice and execution of
measures

Establishment of priorities between mitigatory
measures, with the highest priority to mitigation
of significant ongoing releases and immediate
threats to fission product barriers

Limitation of releases of radioactive material to
the environment through actions comprising
termination of core melt progression,
maintenance of reactor pressure vessel integrity,
maintenance of containment integrity and control
of releases

Mitigatory domain

TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PREVENTIVE AND MITIGATORY DOMAINS
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Preventive domain

Use of all systems still available, use of design
margins admissible; possible use of beyond design
margins upon advice, or decision, by emergency
response organization
Measures beyond the defined scope require advice,
or instructions, by the emergency response
organization

The effectiveness of the accident management
measures can be verified with reasonable accuracy

Subject/Attribute

Use of equipment

Verification of effectiveness

The effectiveness of the accident management
measures can be verified in a limited way
Positive and negative consequences of proposed
actions to be considered in advance and
monitored throughout and after implementation
of measures

Use of all systems still available, also beyond their
design limits

Mitigatory domain

TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PREVENTIVE AND MITIGATORY DOMAINS (cont.)
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3.103. The findings and insights from the verification and validation processes
should be documented and used for providing feedback to the developers of
procedures and guidelines for any necessary updates before the documents are
brought into force by the management of the operating organization.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
3.104. For each group involved in accident management, including the
management of the operating organization and other decision making levels,
and also, where applicable, regulatory personnel, specific objectives and
training needs should be defined. The training should be commensurate with
the tasks and responsibilities of the functions; hence, in-depth training should
be provided for the key functions in the severe accident management
programme, that is, the technical support centre evaluators, decision makers
and implementers. Regulators, where they participate in utility decisions,
should be trained so that they fully understand the basis of proposed utility
decisions.
3.105. Training should be developed by professional trainers. Experts in the
subject matter can assist in the development of training material and should be
called on to review the final training material. Subject matter experts should
also be available to respond to student questions that are beyond the capability
of the professional trainers.
3.106. Training should be developed using a systematic approach to training
(e.g. as defined in Ref. [17]). This includes identifying training needs, defining
the training objectives, identifying the technical basis for training material,
developing training material, specifying the appropriate venue for delivering
training and measuring the effectiveness of training to provide feedback to the
training process.
3.107. Training needs and objectives should be specified in due time, preferably
already in the development phase of the accident management programme.
The training programme should be put in place prior to the accident
management programme being implemented. All training material should be
developed using a well defined approach to training. More details about
training specific to accident management can be found in Refs [18, 19].
3.108. Initial training as well as refresher training should be developed.
Refresher training should take place at regular intervals that are compatible
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with the plant’s overall training programme. A maximum interval for refresher
training should be defined; depending on the outcome of exercises and drills
held at the plant, a shorter interval may be selected.
3.109. Exercises and drills should be based on appropriate scenarios that will
require the application of a substantial number of procedures and guidelines.
Results from exercises and drills should be fed back into the training
programme and, if applicable, into the procedures and guidelines as well as into
organizational aspects of accident management.
3.110. The effectiveness of an exercise should not be judged on the basis of the
manner in which the responsible team was able to regain control of the plant,
but in the way that people were able to understand and follow the events in the
plant, could handle complications and unexpected events in a controlled way,
were able to reach sound decisions, and initiated a series of well founded
actions.

PROCESSING NEW INFORMATION
3.111. For any change in plant configuration, the effect on EOPs and SAMGs
as well as on organizational aspects of accident management should be
checked. A revision of the documents should be made if it is found that there is
an effect on these procedures and guidelines.
3.112. After any revision of background documentation used in the
development of the procedures and guidelines, it should be verified whether
revision of the procedures and guidelines is necessary. An example is a plant
that has based its procedures and guidelines on a reference design or some
other generic source of information, where the originator of the procedures
and guidelines on the reference design issues a revision of the accident
management programme. Another example is an update of the PSA that
identifies new accident sequences that were not a part of the basis of the
existing accident management guidance.
3.113. International research on severe accident phenomena should be
followed actively and new insights should be processed accordingly in the
accident management programme.
3.114. Exchange of information with peers should be used to improve the
SAMGs for future revision. Such an exchange of information could take the
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form of peers observing plant drills, and participation in exercises at other
plants.

SUPPORTING ANALYSIS
3.115. Analysis of a potential beyond design basis accident or severe accident
sequence typically has one of the following objectives: (1) formulation of the
technical basis50 for development of strategies, procedures or guidance;
(2) demonstration of the acceptability of design solutions to support the
selected strategies, procedures and guidelines in accordance with the
established criteria; or (3) determination of the reference source terms for
emergency plans. While the basic approach (the use of best estimate analysis) is
the same for all three objectives, the scope and assumptions for various
applications of the analysis will be different for each objective. Later stages of
the analysis aim to provide only analytical support for accident management.
3.116. In order to develop the technical basis documents for the accident
management programme, a range of accident sequences should be analysed.
3.117. In the first step of the analysis of a potential beyond design basis
accident or severe accident sequence, a set of sequences should be analysed
that would, without credit for operator intervention in the beyond design basis
accident or severe accident domain, lead to core damage and subsequent
potential challenges to fission product barriers. Following the general remarks
in paras 3.1–3.4 of this Safety Guide, the full set of core damage sequences
typically identified in the PSA, where available, should be considered. Note
that selection of sequences that would, without intervention, lead to core
damage is an appropriate way of identifying accident scenarios for subsequent
investigation of both preventive actions (taken before core damage) and
mitigatory actions (taken after core damage).
3.118. In addition, severe accident conditions that result from operator errors
prior to core damage should be considered in developing strategies for severe
accident management. Severe accident conditions can result from either
operator errors of omission or errors of commission.

50

A technical basis includes analyses, evaluations, assessments and engineering
judgement.
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3.119. A method to select accident sequences, or classes of sequences, to be
analysed should be chosen, since the number of sequences leading potentially
to the release of fission products to the environment is virtually limitless. A
scheme for categorizing accident sequences is typically based on several plant
state designators such as groups of initiating events, the status of emergency
core cooling, the status of the secondary heat sink, and the status of the
containment heat removal and the containment boundary.
3.120. Every categorization scheme, however, should result in a list of groups of
accident sequences that address plant behaviour and response, including core
degradation and melting, reactor vessel failure and containment boundary
failure, and the associated severe accident phenomena. Different
categorization schemes are conceivable.51 A typical Level 2 PSA will also
contain such a categorization scheme.
3.121. The selection of accident sequences should be performed in the
following three steps:
(1)
(2)

(3)

A suitable categorization approach and a set of damage states should be
developed. One method of achieving this is summarized in the Annex.
The full list of damage states should be screened to identify a limited set,
considering contribution to core damage frequency and ensuring that all
initiators are represented.
One or more accident sequences per retained damage state should be
chosen, considering the total contribution to core damage frequency, the
ability of the chosen sequence to represent other sequences in the same
damage state, and the amenability of the chosen sequence to preventive
accident management measures.

3.122. In the second step of the analysis of a potential beyond design basis
accident or severe accident sequence, the effectiveness of proposed strategies
and their potential negative consequences52 should be investigated. The
analysis performed at this step should also support development of the actual

51

Examples of categorization schemes are described in Refs [20–23].
For example, bleed and feed may be an effective countermeasure for loss of decay
heat removal along normal ways, but it is sometimes only effective in a certain time
window. Another example in the severe accident domain is the restart of a reactor coolant
pump, which may be very beneficial at the beginning of an accident, but may greatly
increase the risk of creep rupture of the steam generator tube if done later.
52
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procedures and guidelines, since proper set points to initiate, throttle or
terminate actions need to be determined. The potential availability and
functionality of equipment and instrumentation, as well as the habitability of
workplaces under the prevailing accident conditions, should be investigated.
3.123. In the third step of the analysis of a potential beyond design basis
accident or severe accident sequence, once the procedures and guidelines
have been developed, they should be verified and validated, as described in
paras 3.99–3.103. Validation requires the development of suitable scenarios.
Analysis is necessary to determine the evolution of the accident and the
various phenomena to which the operators and technical support centre may
need to respond.
3.124. If a generic technical basis is available, it may be used to obtain the
insights mentioned in steps (1) to (3) of para. 3.121, provided it is adapted to
the specific plant at hand.
3.125. Generally, analysis should be of a best estimate type, as it is important to
retain the best available physical picture of the response of the plant. Best
estimate calculations usually yield the mean or median value of a possible
range of values. Hence, appropriate consideration should be given to
uncertainties in the determination of the timing and severity of the
phenomena. This consideration should include the uncertainties in the
understanding of phenomena that may occur in both the progression of the
accident (e.g. high pressure melt ejection) and the recovery phase (e.g. the
generation of steam and hydrogen as a result of adding water to an overheated
core).
3.126. Computer codes used for analysis should be validated to the extent
possible. However, it should be noted that many codes used in the beyond
design basis accident and severe accident cannot be subjected to the same level
of validation as the codes used in the design basis domain,53 due to uncertainty
in the understanding of the phenomena. Usually, no single code can cope with
the entire range of phenomena, and special purpose codes may also need to be
used. The operating organization of the plant should specify the proper codes

53

For example, subject matter experts are not all in agreement on the coolability
of ex-vessel core debris for various possible scenarios, yet most simulation codes contain
models that predict either coolability or non-coolability for each scenario. Thus, there is
no basis upon which to verify the code models.
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and models for the various applications, and should justify their use. Where
relevant, the operating organization of the plant should carry out a sensitivity
analysis in addition to the uncertainty analysis, to find the relative weight of
certain phenomena compared to others.
3.127. Computer code results should be interpreted with consideration given to
model limitations and uncertainties. Mechanistic codes should be used where
otherwise code limitations would prevent the attainment of trustworthy results.
All code results should be evaluated and interpreted with due consideration
given to code limitations and the associated uncertainties. For example, many
codes have fixed heat transfer correlations (e.g. critical heat flux on a flat plate)
based on an assumed geometry, whereas the actual event may involve
geometry changes (e.g. shattering of core debris), which create varying heat
transfer surfaces that will enhance or degrade heat transfer and, hence,
influence the actual temperatures attained.
3.128. In addition to accident analysis in the areas of neutronics, thermohydraulics, core degradation, etc., structural analysis should be performed for
phenomena that present mechanical loads.54
3.129. Analysis should be performed to investigate the effectiveness of the
accident management guidance and, where feasible, the associated reduction of
risks at the plant (see para. 3.6). Analysis should also be used to demonstrate
that dominant scenarios are mitigated.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
3.130. Development of an accident management programme should follow the
applicable IAEA safety requirements and guidance on this subject [24, 25].
Where these cannot be followed due to the uncertainties in the severe accident
domain, the intent of the safety requirements should be followed to the extent
practicable.

54

For example, if hydrogen combustion is calculated to occur, combustion loads
should be calculated and it should be investigated whether the containment or other
relevant structures will survive the loads. Often, the capability of structures to
accommodate the loads is presented as a fragility curve depicting probability of failure.
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Appendix
PRACTICAL USE OF THE SAMGs55
A.1. Once the main control room staff, while executing the EOPs, has reached
the point of entry to the SAMG domain or the emergency director has
determined that the SAMGs should be applied, or SAMG entry is reached by
some other specified basis (para. 3.40), the transition from the EOP domain to
the SAMG domain should be made. The main control room staff should
initiate actions under the SAMGs that apply until responsibility for
recommending actions shifts to the technical support centre. This occurs when
the technical support centre is operable,56 is informed about the facts, has
evaluated the plant status and is ready to give its first recommendation or
decision on execution of an SAMG. The main control room staff should
continue to work with actions already initiated in the EOP domain, provided
they are consistent with the ‘rules of usage’ (para. 3.56).
A.2. The technical support centre should consult the logic diagram (para. 3.34)
at regular time intervals as the accident progresses, on the basis of which
priorities for mitigatory actions may change accordingly. Recommendations
should be presented by the technical support centre in written form to the
decision maker, who will decide on the course of actions to be taken.
A.3. Decisions on actions to be taken should be communicated to control
room staff in written form or an equivalent method that prevents
misunderstandings. The main control room staff should confirm the actions it is
supposed to take and should report back the progress of the actions taken and
the impact that these have on the plant. Oral (telephone) communication with
the control room staff should be carried out by a technical support centre staff
member who is a licensed operator.
A.4. Plant parameters should be shown on a wall board or equivalent that is
displayed in the technical support centre. Trends should be noted and recorded
on this display. Actions taken should also be recorded on the display, as well as

55

The Appendix contains some elements that are addressed in some other parts
of this Safety Guide, but are repeated here for clarification of the process of working
with SAMGs.
56
This means that the technical support centre has been set up and has started
working according to its work procedures.
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other relevant information, such as the EOP or SAMG applicable at the time,
emergency alerts for the plant and planned releases of radioactive material.
A.5. The technical support centre should, at regular intervals, estimate the
timing and magnitude of possible future releases, and should communicate
these to the emergency response organization. Such releases may be
determined by consulting the PSA for the plant and inferring the relevant
scenarios by interpretation of the plant parameters. Alternatively, fast running
computer codes may be applied to analyse perceived scenarios and their most
probable future evolution.
A.6. The emergency director, with advice from the technical support centre,
should ensure that he/she is aware of the large uncertainties that are associated
with the process of estimating possible releases, and should include them in
statements to the public about possible releases.
A.7. The work at the technical support centre should be well structured. Staff
members of the technical support centre should be provided with a clear task
description. The technical support centre should convene in session at regular
times (e.g. every 30 minutes) and should leave sufficient time for individual
staff members to carry out their analysis between these regular meetings.
A.8. The technical support centre should consult external sources where their
plans interfere with planned actions by the staff of the emergency response
organization. Through such consultations it should be ensured that planned
releases correspond with off-site levels of preparedness and, possibly, the times
for such releases should be moved to times that better correspond with off-site
levels of preparedness.57 Alternatively, the releases should be delayed to a later
time, if such a shift is compatible with the severe accident management actions
foreseen.
A.9. A mechanism should be put in place to assign priorities in case of conflict
between planned releases and the off-site protection afforded by the
emergency arrangements. In principle, priority should be assigned to the
actions that prevent major damage to the last fission product barrier still intact.

57

For example, if a particular release is planned for a certain point in time,
emergency plan staff should be informed so that they can take appropriate action to
protect the lives and property of plant staff and the general public.
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For example, prevention of gross containment failure should take priority over
delaying planned releases.
A.10. Generally, the decision making process includes deliberation of possible
actions and alternatives, and takes account of possibilities to restore systems
back to service (i.e. repairs), consequences of possible releases, etc. However,
in fast developing scenarios, there may be no time to consider all these aspects
(see also para. 3.29). Consequently, in specifying the process for decision
making, account should be taken of the fact that decisions may have to be
taken in a very short time frame. A basic principle is that the decision making
process should always be commensurate with the time frame of the evolution
of the accident.58

58

In some approaches, this is addressed by the fact that possible negative aspects
of planned actions are disregarded if there are immediate challenges to fission product
barriers.
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Annex
AN EXAMPLE OF A CATEGORIZATION SCHEME FOR
ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
A–1. Initially, all accident sequences will be chosen that, in the absence of
preventive accident management measures, would lead to core damage. This
large class of accidents is usually identified from the results of a Level 1 PSA
analysis. All accident sequences leading to a core damage condition are of
interest in principle. Because of their large number, this class of accidents needs
to be subdivided into groups characterized by core damage states, each of
which may be characterized by a representative accident sequence. Thus an aim
of the classification is to choose suitable attributes and values so that the events
leading to core damage will be appropriately subdivided. In this way, it is
ensured that accidents within one group can reasonably be represented by a
single sequence without creating an unmanageably large number of groups.
A–2. It is proposed to use three core damage state designators: initiating event,
emergency core cooling status and secondary heat sink status. An example of a
definition of the core damage state is given in Table A–1.
A–3. It should be noted that not all combinations of values for each of the
three attributes are meaningful and care should be taken in the selection of a
correct matrix of core damage states. For the categorization example given in
Table A–1, the number of meaningful core damage states would be 29 (see
Table A–2).
A–4. Most nuclear power plants have completed a Level 1 PSA, so that there
generally will be enough information available to select categories of accident
sequences, which are subsequently analysed to determine plant behaviour until
core damage.
A–5. The results of these analyses form the basis for specifying operator
actions as well as the necessary (available or additional) equipment to cope
with the accident. This part of the process eventually leads to the development
and implementation of emergency response guidelines (for groups of plants)
and plant specific EOPs.
A–6. Although the existence of a Level 1 PSA for the plant is certainly a
prerequisite for the selection of categories of accident sequences, there are
additional ways to supplement the selection process:
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TABLE A–1. AN EXAMPLE OF A CATEGORIZATION SCHEME
Attribute

Possible values

Symbol
S
M
A
W
TS
TB
TA
T

Initiating event

Small loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
Medium LOCA
Large LOCA
Steam generator tube rupture
Secondary break
Complete loss of AC power
Anticipated transient without scram
Transient

Status of
emergency core
cooling system

All failed
High pressure injection successful, high pressure
removal failed
High pressure injection successful, high pressure
removal successful
Low pressure injection successful, low pressure
removal failed
Low pressure injection successful, low pressure
removal successful

1

Failed
Successful

F
S

Status of
secondary heat
sink

2
3
4
5

— Research into severe accident phenomena;
— Generic studies and analyses performed for similar (reference) plants;
— Study of operational experience and accident precursors;
— Review of existing procedures;
— Evaluation of existing instrumentation and its capabilities as well as its
limitations under the environmental conditions of a severe accident.
A–7. The status of containment systems and the containment boundary
become important in the next step, which involves identifying categories of
accident sequences for the investigation of mitigatory accident management
measures. This refers to mitigating the consequences of core damage should it
occur, and in particular controlling and minimizing any release of fission
products. The status of containment systems such as sprays, and the response of
the containment to the loads presented by a severe accident, become important
and need to be included in the definition of categories of accident sequences
for mitigatory accident management.
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TABLE A–2. AN EXAMPLE OF A MATRIX OF 
CORE DAMAGE STATES
Initiator
S

Status of emergency
core cooling

Heat sink status

1

F
S
F
S
F
S

2
3
M

1
2

X
X

A

1
4

X
X

W

1

F
S
F
S
F
S

2
3
TS

1
2
3

F
S
F
S
F
S

TB (equivalent
to T1F)

X

X

TA

1

F
S
F
S
F
S

2
3
T

1
2
3

F
F
F

Note: X means that the attribute is not relevant for that
particular combination and may take any assigned value.
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A–8. To select and assess accident sequences that could lead to core damage
states, and finally to containment damage and the release of fission products to
the environment, a Level 2 PSA would be desirable to quantify containment
damage states and the contribution of particular accident sequence categories
to risks. Even if a Level 2 PSA has not been completed for the plant or is not
available at all, there are methods of choosing categories of sequences that
contribute significantly to risks at the plant. These include a systematic review
of containment systems and containment response to severe accidents, such as:
— Identification of containment systems important to preventing the release
of fission products, and their possible status in the event of a severe
accident; this process would broaden the definitions of core damage
states to definitions of plant damage states;
— Identification of important modes of containment failure and severe
accident phenomena that may influence these.
A–9. Two additional attributes may also be used to broaden definitions of core
damage states to definitions of plant damage states: the status of the heat
removal from the containment and the status of the containment boundary, as
outlined in Table A–3.
A–10. Analysing accident sequences and the associated operator actions will
lead to the development of generic SAMGs, and eventually to plant specific
SAMGs.

TABLE A–3. AN EXAMPLE OF A DEFINITION OF A CONTAINMENT
DAMAGE STATE
Attribute

Possible values

Symbol

Status of containment heat
removal

Failed
Successful (either spray, high pressure
injection or low pressure injection
operate in recirculation mode). If the
emergency core cooling system has the
value 3 or 5 (see Table A–1),
containment heat removal status is S.

F
S

Status of containment
boundary

Isolation successful, normal leakage
Isolation failed
Bypassed

S
I
B
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A–11. The process described in paras A–1 to A–10 is generic in nature and the
accident sequences that contribute significantly to risks will need to be chosen
for detailed analysis. This involves:
— Identification of accident sequences that contribute significantly to risks;
— Demonstration that the chosen accident sequence represents other
sequences leading to the same plant damage state;
— Identification of key operator actions;
— Demonstration that the chosen accident sequence is amenable to
preventive and mitigatory accident management measures.
A–12. A completed formalized Level 2 PSA will contain all the necessary
analyses of a severe accident. In the absence of a Level 2 PSA it will be
necessary to develop by other means an understanding of potential
vulnerabilities to severe accidents by performing analyses. To determine which
severe accident phenomena are important, a list of potential challenges to
fission product barriers needs to be developed using the results of analyses of
accident sequences without operator intervention. An example is given in
Table A–4.
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Prevent high temperature debris
attack of concrete or cavity
access doors
Reduce pressure by condensing
steam or venting

Overpressurization of reactor
shaft or cavity access doors
Vessel rocketing
Direct containment heating/
debris dispersal
Debris attack to cavity access
doors
Overtemperature failure of
penetrations
Steam generation from ex-vessel
debris
Non-condensable gas and steam
generation from molten core–
concrete interaction

High pressure in reactor coolant
system at reactor vessel failure

High pressure in reactor coolant
system at reactor vessel failure

Failure of active heat sinks in the
containment such as
containment spray, containment
fan coolers and bubble towers

Early failure — penetration
failure

Late failure —
overpressurization

Prevent vessel failure at high
pressure (e.g. primary circuit
depressurization)

Maintain core in-vessel (reduce
hydrogen)
Cool debris ex-vessel (reduce
hydrogen)
Control hydrogen in containment

Early failure — high
pressure melt ejection

Deflagration
Accelerated flames
Transition from deflagration to
detonation
Direct detonation

Water injection onto an
overheated core

Mitigatory measures

Early failure — hydrogen
combustion

Associated phenomena

Applicable accident sequences

Containment failure mode

TABLE A–4. AN EXAMPLE OF SEVERE ACCIDENT PHENOMENA THAT MAY PRESENT SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGES TO FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS
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Applicable accident sequences

Failure to flood containment to
provide water to cool ex-vessel
core debris; or failure to flood
reactor cavity prior to reactor
vessel failure (depends on
coolability arguments)

Steam generator tube rupture or
intersystem LOCA

High pressure in reactor coolant
system and dry steam generator

Containment isolation system
malfunction

Containment failure mode

Late failure — basemat
penetration

Containment bypass

Containment bypass
(induced)

Containment isolation
failure

Induced tube failure by heat-up
of tubes due to natural
recirculation in reactor coolant
system

Long term molten core–concrete
interaction

Associated phenomena

Recover isolation and/or scrub
fission products

Protect steam generator tubes (e.g.
refill steam generator)

Recover isolation and/or scrub
fission products

Prevent molten core–concrete
interaction

Mitigatory measures

TABLE A–4. AN EXAMPLE OF SEVERE ACCIDENT PHENOMENA THAT MAY PRESENT SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGES TO FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS (cont.)
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